CART PEPTIDE IN THE NUCLEUS ACCUMBENS REGULATES PSYCHOSTIMULANTS: CORRELATIONS BETWEEN PSYCHOSTIMULANT AND CART PEPTIDE EFFECTS
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Abstract

In this study, we reexamined the effect of CART peptide on psychostimulant (PS)-induced locomotor activity (LMA) in individual rats. The Methods utilized were as previously published. The PS-induced LMA was defined as the distance traveled after PS administration (intraperitoneal), and the CART peptide effect was defined as the change in the PS-induced activity after bilateral intra-NAc administration of CART peptide. The experiments included both male and female Sprague-Dawley rats, and varying the CART peptide dose and the PS dose. While the average effect of CART peptide was to inhibit PS-induced LMA, the effect of CART peptide on individual PS treated animals was not always inhibitory and sometimes even produced an increase or no change in PS-induced LMA. Upon further analysis, we observed a linear correlation, reported for the first time, between the magnitude of PS-induced LMA and the CART peptide effect. Because CART peptide inhibits PS-induced LMA when it is large, and increases PS-induced LMA when it is small, the peptide can be considered a homeostatic regulator of dopamine (DA)-induced LMA, which supports our earlier homeostatic hypothesis.
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INTRODUCTION

Cocaine-and-Amphetamine-Regulated-Transcript peptide (CART 55-102, CART peptide) is an active substance/neurotransmitter with a variety of effects throughout the body (Rogge et al., 2008; Zhang et al., 2012; Subhedar et al., 2014; Kuhar, 2016). In the brain, CART
mRNA and peptides are found in many discrete nuclei including the nucleus accumbens (NAc), a region with a strong dopamine (DA) input (Douglass et al., 1995; Koylu et al., 1998), and exposure to cocaine (COC) or amphetamine (AMPH) increases the levels of CART mRNA in the NAc (Douglass et al., 1995; Albertson et al., 2004). Electron microscopic immunohistochemical data and confocal microscopic immunofluorescence data show that tyrosine hydroxylase-positive nerve terminals synapse on CART peptide-containing neurons in the NAc (Smith et al., 1999; Upadhya et al., 2012). Injection of COC increases the number of CART peptide positive cells that co-stain for c-Fos in the NAc (Hubert and Kuhar, 2008).

There are additional data that support a CART peptide-DA interaction. For example, several studies have shown that intra-NAc injections of CART peptide inhibit psychostimulant (PS)- and DA-induced behavioral effects, notably locomotor activity (LMA), and COC self-administration (Jaworski et al., 2003; Kim et al., 2003; Jaworski et al., 2008; Job and Kuhar, 2012; Job et al., 2012; Job et al., 2013; Job et al., 2014; Job, 2016). The bulk of these previous studies on CART peptide-DA interactions have involved an intra-NAc injection of CART peptide followed by other drug treatments and behavioral analyses. The mechanism of this inhibitory effect by CART peptide appears to require extracellular DA release (Job, 2016) and simultaneous activation of at least D1 and D2 dopamine receptors (Moffett et al., 2011). Also, PS-induced effects were altered in CART knockout mice (Couceyro et al., 2005), though not all studies agree (Moffett et al., 2006). More recent findings have been reviewed (Kuhar, 2016).

Intra-NAc CART peptide effect on DA-mediated activity is not always inhibitory. For example, the inhibition is lost after repeated doses of COC (Job et al., 2013). Also, intra-NAc CART peptide has no effect on LMA evoked by selective activation of DA D2 receptors in the NAc (Moffett et al., 2011). Interestingly, CART peptide may exert excitatory/facilitatory effects on DA-mediated activity. For example, in one study (Upadhya et al., 2012), administration of CART peptide antibody into the NAc shell suppressed food self-administration induced by systemic injection of a DA D2/D3 agonist implying that blockade of CART peptide action may result in inhibition of specific DA action. In another study, intra-NAc CART peptide potentiated LMA evoked by intra-NAc injections of a selective DA D1 agonist (Moffett et al., 2011). These studies suggest that, under certain conditions, intra-NAc CART peptide may have no effect or enhance/facilitate some DA-induced behavioral effects.

The mechanism of CART peptide effect is not very clear but it has been suggested that it is a homeostatic regulator of DA-mediated activity (Rogge et al., 2008). This implies that the effect of CART peptide should depend on the DA-mediated activity: when DA activity is high, CART peptide effect should be more inhibitory; when DA activity is low, CART peptide should be less inhibitory or even excitatory. In line with this idea, a previous report showed that COC-induced LMA was related to endogenous CART peptide levels in the NAc when individual subjects were considered (Job et al., 2012). In characterizing CART peptide function, it is important to determine, in individual subjects, whether this relationship occurs after exogenous administration of CART peptide into the NAc.
This study was undertaken to determine if the CART peptide effect is related to the PS effect. In this study, we again examine the effects of bilateral intra-NAc injections of CART peptide on COC- and AMPH-induced LMA. A major difference between this and earlier studies is that earlier studies looked at average changes in PS-induced activity after intra-NAc CART peptide administration, but the approach here was to consider the response of each individual animal. Thus, the relationship of CART peptide to the action of psychostimulants was reexamined.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Animals

Animal care was provided in accordance with the Emory University Institute of Animal Care and Use Committee and the National Institutes of Health Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals. For this study, we used a total of fifty-eight Sprague Dawley rats: thirty-two male and twenty-six female rats (Charles River Inc, Wilmington, MA). The rats had access to chow and water ad libitum, and were maintained on a 12-hour light: dark cycle (lights on at 7am). The males and females used in this study were age-matched: the male and female rats were aged 3.4–7.8 months and 4–6 months, respectively. The male and female rats weighed 400 – 700 g and 250 – 400 g, respectively, at the time of the experiments.

Stereotaxic surgery

The rats were surgically implanted with bilateral stainless steel guide cannulae (22 gauge; Plastics One, Roanoke, VA) to target the NAc, under isoflurane anesthesia, as previously described (Job et al., 2013; Job et al., 2014). The implantation was done with the aid of a stereotaxic instrument (David Kopf, Tujunga, CA). The coordinate targets used were according to the rat brain atlas by Paxinos and Watson (1988) and were as follows: anterior-posterior (A/P) 1.6 mm, medial-lateral (M/L) ± 1.5 mm and dorsal-ventral (D/V) −5.7 mm to place the tip of the guide cannulae at a point 2 mm above the NAc. The placement of the guide cannulae was done in this way to minimize damage to the NAc. When placed into the guide, the injection cannulae extended 2 mm beyond the end of the guide to access the NAc. After implantation, the bilateral guide assembly was secured to the skull via acrylic dental cement and 2–4 stainless steel screws. Bilateral dummy cannulae (obturators) that did not extend beyond the guide cannulae were inserted into the bilateral guide cannulae to prevent occlusion. After surgery, the rats were allowed to recover for at least 1 week before experimentation.

Drug administration

CART peptide (CART 55-102, American peptide Co, Sunnyvale CA) (or saline control) was bilaterally administered directly into the NAc. Both hemispheres were injected simultaneously. The dose of CART peptide injected into each hemisphere was 1.0 or 2.5 μg, depending on the experiment. Intra-accumbal infusions were done through stainless steel bilateral injector cannulae (28 gauge, Plastics One) inserted into the implanted bilateral guide cannulae. The injector cannulae were connected to two 25 μL microsyringes (Hamilton Co, Reno, NV) via polyethylene-50 (PE-50) tubing. The two microsyringes were driven by micropumps connected to Micro4 Microsyringe Pump Controller (World Precision
Instruments, Sarasota, FL). To inject, the rats were restrained gently, the obturator was removed and the injector cannulae were inserted in its place. Drug was bilaterally injected for 30 seconds, with an additional 30 seconds to allow the injected fluid to diffuse before removal of the injector cannulae. After removal of the injector cannulae, the obturator was placed back into the guide cannulae. Afterwards, animals were immediately given systemic administration of PS, either COC (cocaine hydrochloride, NIDA) or AMPH (D-Amphetamine hemisulfate, Sigma-Aldrich, St Louis, MO) or saline control. The systemic administration of PS (or saline control) was done via the intraperitoneal (i.p.) route. In accordance with previous studies (Jaworski et al., 2003; Kim et al., 2003; Jaworski et al., 2008; Job and Kuhar, 2012; Job et al., 2012; Job et al., 2013; Job et al., 2014; Job, 2016), all bilateral intra-NAc and systemic drug and vehicle control injections were given in volumes of 0.5 μL/side and 1 mL/kg, respectively.

**Locomotor activity testing**

Locomotor activity testing was done in locomotor chambers. The locomotor chambers (Omnitech Electronics, Columbus, OH, USA) were 40 × 40 × 30 cm in dimension and made of transparent plexiglass walls and contained 32 photobeams located 5 cm above the floor. The locomotor chambers were connected to a computer equipped with software (Digipro, Omnitech Electronics) to measure LMA. On an experimental day, rats were placed into the locomotor chambers for 30 min to habituate to their surroundings before the recording of basal LMA. After 30 min of basal LMA recording, rats were removed from the chambers and pretreated with bilateral intra-NAc saline or CART peptides and systemic PS and returned to the chamber. PS was administered immediately after bilateral intra-NAc administration of CART peptide or saline. The total distance traveled was the parameter used to assess LMA.

Experiments were conducted using a counterbalanced design with at least three days between experiments. Every animal received bilateral intra-NAc saline or CART peptide pretreatment on another experiment day, immediately before an i.p. injection of PS. The pretreatments were not always in the same order: some subjects received intra-NAc saline before intra-NAc CART peptide, whereas other subjects received intra-NAc CART peptide before intra-NAc saline.

**Animal use details**

As mentioned previously a total of 58 rats were used: 32 males and 26 females. As these data and analyses were being considered, some data were added from a previous publication (Job et al., 2014) to increase the number of subjects and to further test if a correlation existed; at the COC dose of 10 mg/kg, 6 males and 4 females were added, and at the COC dose of 15 mg/kg, 3 males and 5 females were added. These additions supplemented the number of animals, but they were fewer in number than the animals examined here for the first time.

Thirteen and ten male rats, respectively, were used for the effect of CART peptide (2.5 μg/side) on i.p. COC 10 mg/kg and 15 mg/kg. In males, six out of the thirteen animals that were used for the COC 10 dose were re-used for COC 0 dose. In females, for C0C 10 and 15
mg/kg i.p., fifteen and eleven rats were used, respectively. In females, five rats out of the fifteen rats used for the COC 10 dose and six rats out of the eleven rats used for the COC 15 dose were reused for COC 0 dose. Nine male rats were used for the effect of CART peptide (1.0 μg/side) on i.p. COC 10 dose. Of these, six animals were from the ten rats that were used for the effect of CART peptide (2.5 μg/side) on i.p. COC 15 mg/kg. The animals that were re-used were randomly selected.

Six male rats were used for the study investigating the effect of CART peptide (2.5 μg/side) on AMPH-mediated LMA. These same six animals were used for all the treatments (saline and CART peptide) and all the AMPH doses (0, 0.3 and 2 mg/kg i.p.).

**Histology**

The details for perfusions are as previously described (Job et al., 2014). Briefly, after experimentation, the animals were given an overdose of a cocktail of Ketaset (Ketamine HCl, Fort Dodge Animal Health, IA, USA; 70 mg/kg i.p.) and Dexdomitor (dexmedetomidine HCl, Orion Corporation, Espoo, Finland; 0.5 mg/kg i.p.) and were perfused with fixative (4% paraformaldehyde, intra-cardiac route) and the brains removed from the skulls. As soon as the brains were extracted, they were immersed in fixative overnight at 4°C. The next day, the brains were transferred into a solution containing 4% w/v paraformaldehyde and 30% w/v sucrose and kept herein for several days. Afterwards, the brains were sliced to a thickness of 60 microns using a cryostat (Leica Microsystems, Germany) and processed for Nissl staining. The sections were used to identify the locations of the injection sites and these were recorded on templates from Paxinos and Watson (Paxinos and Watson, 1998).

**Statistical analyses**

Statistical analyses were performed using GraphPad Prism v5 (GraphPad Software Inc, La Jolla, CA) and SigmaPlot for Windows v13.0 (Systat Software Inc, San Jose, CA). Data were expressed as mean ± SEM, and significance was set at P < 0.05. We tested for and found normal distributions (using Shapiro-Wilk test) and equal variances (Bartlett’s test) in our sampled distributions.

Three variables were considered: (1) the PS-induced LMA (PS effect/activity) with bilateral intra-NAc saline (no CART peptide), (2) the PS-induced LMA with bilateral intra-NAc CART peptide (PS effect + CART peptide effect) and (3) the difference between the two (CART peptide effect). The PS-induced LMA was defined as the total distance traveled within 10 min after PS administration minus total distance traveled within 10 min before PS administration. The CART peptide effect was defined as the change in PS-induced LMA due to CART peptide administration and was calculated as PS-induced activity with CART peptide minus PS-induced activity without CART peptide. A positive CART peptide effect indicates CART peptide increased PS-induced LMA, whereas a negative CART peptide effect indicates that CART peptide decreased PS-induced LMA.

We performed linear regression analyses to see if there were any correlations between the PS effect and the CART peptide effect after ensuring that normality and equality of variance were maintained.
criteria were not violated. The slopes of all the regression lines were calculated and slope comparisons were done using one-way ANOVA.

We also checked to see if the CART peptide mediated effect on PS-induced activity depended on the intra-NAc injection sites. Because bilateral injection sites were obtained per animal, there were two sets of coordinates per rat. These values were averaged and compared to the CART peptide effect. For this assessment, we performed multiple linear regression analysis with CART peptide effect as the dependent variable and the average coordinates of the injection sites (A/P, M/L and D/V) as the independent variables.

RESULTS

Animals were prepared as described in the Experimental Procedures section, and CART peptide or saline was injected bilaterally into the NAc, followed by varying doses (i.p.) of COC in males and females (Table 1A), varying CART peptide dose for same COC dose in males (Table 1B) or different PS (AMPH) in males (Table 1C) (various combinations shown in Table 1). The PS-induced LMA and the CART peptide effect (change in PS-induced LMA after CART peptide injection) were determined for each animal. The locations of the injectors tips in the NAc were histologically identified (Fig 1). All the animals in the study showed correct placements of the guide cannulae and injections in the NAc. As consistently observed previously, injection of CART peptide into the NAc without systemic PS injection produced no change in LMA. Again, as expected, systemic PS treatments (i.p.) increased LMA. The increases varied, with some animals exhibiting very low PS-induced LMA and with other animals exhibiting much greater levels of PS-induced LMA. On the average, the CART peptide effect was inhibitory, in agreement with previous studies.

Considering the data from the individual animals, the CART peptide effect was variable, from inhibiting PS-induced LMA, to having no effect, to increasing PS-induced LMA (Fig 2, 3 and 4). Further examination of the data revealed a relationship not previously known or appreciated: there was a correlation between the intra-NAc CART peptide effect and the magnitude of the PS effect (slopes are significantly different from zero). This correlation is specific to PS administration, as it is not observed after saline injections (Fig 2, 4). For the COC studies, the correlation was true for both males and females (Fig 2). The correlation was also evident for different COC doses (10 and 15 mg/kg) (Fig 2) when the dose of CART peptide was held the same, i.e., 2.5 μg. The correlations were still evident when CART peptide doses were varied from 2.5 μg/side to 1.0 μg/side and the COC dose was held the same at 10 mg/kg (Fig 3): note that the data in Fig. 3B are the same as in Fig. 2B (males). We also observed a correlation with another PS: AMPH (Fig 4). Again, CART peptide injection alone, without AMPH, had no effect on LMA. For all conditions, the correlation was negative in that CART peptide was inhibitory when the PS-induced LMA was high, and the CART peptide effect was absent or even stimulatory when the PS-induced LMA was low. The summary of the data is that there exists a correlation between CART peptide effect and PS effect regardless of PS (AMPH and COC), gender, PS dose or CART peptide dose (Fig 2, 3, 4).
We determined and compared the slopes of the regression lines. There were no differences between the slopes of all the regression lines shown in Fig 2B, C (males and females), Fig 3A, Fig 4 B, C (F₆,₆₃ = 0.587, P = 0.740). Thus, the slope between CART peptide effect and PS effect are similar for different PS (AMPH and COC), different gender, different PS doses or CART peptide doses (Fig 2, 3, 4). CART peptide effect is related to PS activity [CART peptide effect = K * (PS activity), where K is a constant].

We wanted to know if the injection sites in the NAc were related with the CART peptide effect. There was no relationship between the NAc injection site coordinates and CART peptide (2.5 μg/side) effect for males, COC 10 (Fig 2B, F₃,₉ = 1.335, P = 0.323), females, COC 10 (Fig 2B, F₃,₁₁ = 0.344, P = 0.794), males, COC 15 (Fig 2C, F₃,₆ = 1.321, P = 0.352), females, COC 15 (Fig 2C, F₃,₇ = 0.825, P = 0.521). There was no relationship between NAc coordinates and CART peptide (1.0 μg/side) effect (Fig 3A, P >0.05). For the AMPH study, the A/P coordinate was the same for all six animals used (A/P = 1.6 mm) and there was no relationship between the NAc injection site coordinates (M/L and D/V) and CART peptide (2.5 μg/side) effect for AMPH 0.3 mg/kg (Fig 4B, F₂,₃ = 1.633, P = 0.331) and AMPH 2 mg/kg (Fig 4C, F₂,₃ = 0.133, P = 0.880). Thus, while there was a correlation between the intra-NAc CART peptide effect and the magnitude of the PS effect (Fig 2, 3, 4), there was no correlation between intra-NAc CART peptide effect and the injection site in the NAc.

We also performed additional linear regressions to see if there were any relationships between body weights or age versus PS activity and CART peptide effects, but none were found (not shown).

**DISCUSSION**

The major finding of this study is the correlation between PS-induced LMA and the CART peptide effect. Previous work in the NAc indicated that CART peptide had an average inhibitory effect, and that this inhibition tended to regulate the maximal activity of the PS- or DA-induced behavioral effects; for reviews see (Rogge et al., 2008; Zhang et al., 2012; Subhedar et al., 2014; Kuhar, 2016). But in this study, we considered and included the individual responses in the analysis. CART peptide produced inhibition, or had no effect, or was excitatory in the various individual animals. The precise effect of CART peptide tended to depend on the magnitude of the effect of the PS; when the PS-induced LMA was low, the CART peptide effect was zero or excitatory and when the PS effect was high the CART peptide effect was inhibitory. Because CART peptide inhibits larger PS-induced LMA, and increases very small PS-induced LMA, it can be considered a homeostatic regulator of DA-induced LMA. Thus, this hypothesis which was stated in our earlier work has not changed (Rogge et al., 2008). Because CART peptide can exert several effects (excitation, inhibition, no effect) on PS-induced activity, therefore only considering the average of the effects as has been done earlier can now be considered inadequate in understanding how CART peptide functions. At the least, the effect of CART peptide in the NAc on PS-stimulated LMA is now more fully characterized.
There are several differences between this study and earlier ones. As already mentioned, only averages of CART peptide’s effects were considered earlier, whereas the effect in each individual animal is considered here. Also, in previous studies, the locations of the injectors were more restricted, from 1.2 to 1.7 mm bregma (Jaworski et al., 2003; Jaworski et al., 2008; Moffett et al., 2011), while the entire extent of the NAc (0.5 to 2.7 mm from bregma) was examined here. Additionally, most previous studies utilized male rats while both sexes were included here. There were also differences in the anatomical focus; Moffett et al (2011) focused on the shell of the NAc while Jaworski et al (2003) had injections mainly in the core of the NAc, but both regions were studied here. Also, in earlier studies, animals with i.p. injections that produced no increase in LMA may have been discarded as possible missed injections; in that case, excitatory effects would have been missed. All animals were included here. For all of the reasons mentioned above, this study may be considered more comprehensive than earlier ones.

The slopes of the regression lines obtained were not different. This implies that CART peptide is regulating PS-induced activity similarly for males and females (Job et al., 2014), for COC and AMPH, for different doses of PS and for different doses of CART peptide. Since PS drugs act by potentiating DA activity at the synapse, it is likely that the mechanism of the CART peptide effect involves the level of DA-induced activity in the NAc. Indeed, in earlier studies, it was shown that CART peptide inhibited DA-induced LMA as well as PS-induced LMA (Rogge et al., 2008; Kuhar, 2016). This level of DA activity may involve extracellular DA release. This is likely the case because CART peptide had no effect on caffeine-induced LMA which is characterized by a lack of extracellular DA release in the NAc (Job, 2016).

This study introduces the idea that intra-NAc CART peptide is not always inhibitory but depends on additional variables, mainly the PS response, and perhaps the state of the animal. Others have found that the LMA effects of CART peptide are somewhat different in different brain regions. Kimmel et al. (2000) reported that injections of CART peptide alone into the ventral tegmental area (VTA) increased LMA and induced conditioned place preference; thus CART peptide by itself was PS-like in the VTA (Kimmel et al., 2000). By contrast, injection of CART peptide by itself into a different region, the NAc, had no effect. Later Jaworski et al (2007) showed that injection of CART peptide into the VTA did inhibit COC-induced LMA which has supported the traditional idea that CART peptide inhibits the LMA due to COC (Jaworski et al., 2007). Similarly, injections of CART peptide into the ventral pallidum inhibit COC-induced LMA (Hubert et al., 2010). Even injections into the peritoneum can have effects on PS-induced activity (Job and Kuhar, 2012). Without a detailed mechanistic understanding of the CART peptide effect, it is difficult to predict the effect of CART peptide in any given brain region.

Does the effect of exogenously injected CART peptide mimic the role of endogenously released CART peptide? There are several studies that suggest the answer is yes, and most of these studies address the role of CART peptide in feeding and body weight. On the one hand, injection of CART peptide fragments causes an inhibition of feeding (Kristensen et al., 1998; Lambert et al., 1998; Thim et al., 1998), but injection of CART peptide antibodies can have the opposite effect (Lambert et al., 1998). Also, CART knockout mice gain weight.
Asnicar et al., 2001; Wierup et al., 2005) and a human family with a CART gene mutation exhibits obesity (del Giudice et al., 2001). Overall, there is abundant evidence that CART peptides control feeding (Kristensen et al., 1998; Rogge et al., 2008; Bharne et al., 2015; Abels et al., 2016). Further, in other studies of PS effects, rats given shRNA injections to reduce levels of CART peptide (Job et al., 2012) exhibited an increased response to COC injections, and a gain in weight. Thus, there is evidence that endogenous CART has the same effect as exogenously applied CART peptide. Importantly, for both endogenous (Job et al., 2012) and exogenous (shown in this study) CART peptide, the magnitude of COC-mediated activity seems to be directly related to the CART peptide effect.

It has been reported by others that the effects of other peptides such as neurotensin or cholecystokinin (CCK) can depend on the dose/magnitude of effect of PS (Skoog et al., 1986; Higgins et al., 1994). In this study, we show that CART peptide effects depend on the magnitude of PS activity. Further studies are needed to fully understand how CART peptide actually functions. While the CART peptide receptor has been identified by binding (Yermolaieva et al., 2001; Lakatos et al., 2005; Vicentici et al., 2005; Keller et al., 2006; Maletinska et al., 2007; Rogge et al., 2008; Chiu et al., 2009; Lin et al., 2011; Nagelova et al., 2014), the receptor gene needs to be identified and studied. Further, the connectivity of CART peptide-containing neurons with other neurons needs to be elucidated in more detail as well. A review of recent studies shows that several different drug classes interact with CART peptide systems in brain (Kuhar, 2016). CART peptide remains an interesting peptide that is involved with and likely regulates the actions of many drugs of abuse.
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Highlights

• CART peptide regulates psychostimulant (PS)-induced activity.
• Intra-nucleus accumbens CART peptide effect is related to PS-induced activity.
• CART peptide can excite, have no effect, or inhibit PS-induced activity.
• The above CART peptide effects keep PS-induced activity within a certain range.
• This finding confirms the homeostatic hypothesis of CART peptide function.
**Fig 1. Summary of injector tip placements in the NAc**

The numbers on the histological diagrams show the distances from Bregma (in mm) as described in Methods and according to Paxinos and Watson (Paxinos and Watson, 1998). Each data point represents the location of an injector site for one hemisphere for one animal. Each animal has two injector sites. The number of data points on each side equal the number of animals used. The total number of animals is 58.
Fig 2. Correlations between the intra-NAc CART peptide (2.5 μg/side) effect and COC-induced LMA in male and female rats: Effect of sex and varying the dose of COC
CART 55-102 (2.5 μg) and saline were administered bilaterally intra-NAc immediately before an i.p. injection of different doses of COC in males and females and total distance traveled in 10 min (COC-induced LMA) was measured. Panels A, B and C correspond to COC doses of 0, 10 and 15 mg/kg, respectively. The x-axis represents COC-induced LMA (cm), and the y-axis represents the CART peptide effect (cm). COC-induced activity (independent variable) and CART peptide effect (dependent variable) data were analyzed using linear regression analysis. All linear regression analyses passed the normality and equality of variance tests (P > 0.05). Each data point in the figure represents data from one animal. The correlation coefficients (Pearson’s r²) and P values are shown on the graphs.

Note: For the females, one data point corresponding to a CART peptide effect of −9161 and COC-15-induced LMA of 12716 is just outside the axis, but is included in the analysis. Linear regression revealed the following values: F₁,₁₃ = 12.627, P = 0.004, r = −0.702, n = 15 (Fig 2B, females, slope = −0.7820 ± 0.2201) and F₁,₉ = 46.914, P < 0.001, r = −0.916, n = 11 (Fig 2C, females, slope = −1.015 ± 0.1481); F₁,₁₁ = 10.703, P = 0.007, r = −0.702, n = 13 (Fig 2B, males, slope = −0.5664 ± 0.1731); F₁,₈ = 7.318, P = 0.027, r = −0.691, n = 10 (Fig 2C, males, slope = −1.112 ± 0.4110). The data shows that there was no significant effect of CART peptide on LMA when no COC was administered (A, males and females), but there was a significant relationship between COC-induced LMA and the CART peptide effect (B, C, males and females).
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Fig 3. Correlations between the intra-NAc CART peptide (1.0 or 2.5 μg/side) effect and COC (10 mg/kg i.p.)-induced LMA in male rats: Effect of varying the dose of intra-NAc CART peptide
All animals (males only in this comparison) were used for all treatments (counterbalanced design) and served as their own controls for both psychostimulant and CART peptide. CART 55-102 (1.0 or 2.5 μg) saline alone were administered bilaterally intra-NAc immediately before an i.p. injection of COC (10 mg/kg) and total distance traveled in 10 min (COC-induced LMA) was measured. The x-axis represents COC-induced LMA (cm), and the y-axis represents the CART peptide effect (cm). The points on the graphs represent individual subjects. COC-induced activity and CART peptide effect data were analyzed using linear regression. The correlation coefficients (Pearson’s r^2) and P values are shown on the graphs. The linear regression analysis (Fig 3A) passed the normality and equality of variance tests (P = 0.846). Linear regression revealed the following values for the relationship between CART peptide effect (1.0 μg/side) and COC-induced activity: F_{1, 7} = 6.032, P = 0.044, r = −0.680, n = 9 (Fig 3A, slope = −0.8174 ± 0.3328). The F value, degrees of freedom, P value, r and slope for CART peptide 2.5 μg/side dose shown above has been previously reported in Fig 2B (males). There was a correlation between COC-induced LMA and intra-NAc CART peptide effect.
peptide (both 1.0 μg and 2.5 μg) effect for COC (10 mg/kg i.p.). Note that the data in Fig. 3B are the same as in Fig. 2B (males).
Fig 4. Correlation between the intra-NAc CART peptide (2.5 μg/side) effect and the AMPH-induced LMA in male rats: Effect of different PS (compare to COC)

The same rats (n = 6) were used for all treatments (counterbalanced design) and served as their own controls. CART 55-102 (2.5 μg) and/or saline were administered bilaterally intra-NAc immediately before an i.p. injection of different doses of AMPH (in the order shown in panels A, B and C which correspond to AMPH 0, 0.3, 2 mg/kg, respectively) and total distance traveled in 10 min (AMPH-induced LMA) was measured. The x-axis represents AMPH-induced activity (cm). The y-axis represents CART peptide effect (cm). The points on the graphs represent individual subjects. AMPH-induced activity and CART peptide effect data were analyzed using linear regression analysis. All linear regression analyses passed the normality and equality of variance tests (P > 0.05). The correlation coefficients
(Pearson’s r²) and P values are shown on the graph. Linear regression revealed the following values: F₁,₄ = 8.258, P = 0.045, r = −0.821 (Fig 4B, slope = −0.7723 ± 0.2687) and F₁,₄ = 16.032, P = 0.016, r = −0.895 (Fig 4C, slope = −1.096 ± 0.2737). The analysis reveals that there was no relationship between the CART peptide effect and saline injections (A), but there was a relationship between AMPH-induced effect and CART peptide effect for AMPH (0.3 and 2 mg/kg i.p., B and C).
Table 1

Experimental Groups

A. When measuring the COC-induced LMA and the CART peptide effect in this group, only a CART peptide dose of 2.5 μg/side (and saline as a control) was used, but the COC dose varied (0, 10, 15 mg/kg). In addition, the gender was also varied. The experimental details are given in the text. The number of rats used are shown above.

B. When measuring the COC-induced LMA and the CART peptide effect in this group, the CART peptide dose varied (0, 1.0, 2.5 μg/side) while the COC dose was held constant (10 mg/kg). The sex (males) is held constant. Note that the CART peptide dose (2.5 μg/side) is the same as in experiment A above for males. The experimental details are given in the text. The number of rats used are shown above.

C. Similar to A above, but for a different PS (AMPH). When measuring the AMPH-induced LMA and the CART peptide effect in this group, only a CART peptide dose of 2.5 μg/side (and saline as a control) was used, but the AMPH dose varied (0, 0.3 and 2.0 mg/kg). The sex (males) is held constant. The experimental details are given in the text. The number of rats used are shown above.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sex</th>
<th>Intra-NAc CART peptide dose (μg/side)</th>
<th>Cocaine dose (mg/kg i.p.)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Males</td>
<td>0, 2.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Females</td>
<td>0, 2.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Intra-NAc CART peptide dose (μg/side)</th>
<th>Cocaine (10 mg/kg i.p.)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0, 1.0</td>
<td>(n = 9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0, 2.5</td>
<td>(n = 13)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Intra-NAc CART peptide dose (μg/side)</th>
<th>Amphetamine dose (mg/kg i.p.)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0, 2.5</td>
<td>(n = 6)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>